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ANTQ302  –  The Global Artefact 
 
Instructor: dr. Helle Hochscheid 

Email: h.hochscheid@ucr.nl 

Tel: 0118 655 560 

Office no. & location: Franklin 2.05 

Office hours: drop by for short meetings, make an appointment for longer ones 

Class times and space: E7, Tue 11-13 and Thu 11-13  

 

I  Track information 

Prerequisites: to take this course students have to have taken one of the following courses:  

  200-level course in Antiquity or ANTQ103, Introduction to Archaeology  

  Another relevant 200 level course in Arts & Humanities or in Anthropology, Law, Economics, 

Sociology, Human Geography or Political science (please contact me to give your motivation) 

  Students who have not taken any of these courses but are interested in the subject are most 

welcome to apply with the instructor to agree on terms of entering 

II  Course description 

2019 Edition: Ancient heritage and the ideology of museum culture 

Over the last decades, humankind has been dramatically stripped of its history. From looting all over the world to 

systematic destructions of ancient sites, our past is under heavy threat. The drive to protect cultural heritage that 

marked the post-WW II period has come to an end: new types of warfare have put artefacts and archaeological 

sites at the heart of armed conflict and made them into weapons. Meanwhile, the guardians of heritage, 

museums and other institutions, are shifting their priorities. In many cases this is away from safeguarding 

collections to using them for politically and ideologically engaged narratives of the past and the present.  

 This course explores the history of (ancient) cultural heritage from the first public collections in the 18th 

century until the latest UNESCO and EU treaties. It will go into questions like: where did the idea of a universal 

museum come from? Is this a valid idea also in the present and future? Do museums protect our common 

heritage in difficult times, or do they violate cultural human rights? Can ideological engagement of museums 

solve impositions on these cultural human rights? Do people mind heritage being lost, and if not, can we, and 

should we, engage the public in these issues? What responsibilities do museums, schools or universities have in 

this respect? Do we even need museums and heritage? 

 The course begins with a grounding in existing studies and research methods used to investigate these 

questions, after which students will put the answers they have found into practice. Besides the history and 

meaning of collecting, and the threats to and protection of heritage, and many ethical surrounding it, students 

will analyse exhibition techniques, and marketing, entertainment and education strategies used by museums. The 
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course will also host an international seminar on the ways in which heritage is publicized from scholarship to 

wider audiences. Students will help organize this seminar and take part as speakers.  

III   Study Load  

This course earns students four credits (7.5 ECTS).  

IV  Course materials 

 H. Swain, An Introduction to Museum Archaeology, 2007, Cambridge University Press, ISBN: 

9780521677967  

 D. Gillman, The Idea of Cultural Heritage (Revised Edition), 2010, Cambridge University Press, 

ISBN:9780521122573 

Main texts of the following conventions (online): 

 The Hague Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict, 1954 

(1st) and 1999 (2nd) protocols 

 UNESCO 1970, Convention on the Means of Prohibiting and Preventing the Illicit Import, Export and 

Transfer of Ownership of Cultural Property (legislative framework, intern. human rights)  

 Unidroit 1995, Convention on Stolen and Illegally Exported Cultural Objects (private law) 

 Intangible Heritage Convention 2003, Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural 

Heritage (UNESCO) 

 Valletta Treaty or Malta Convention 1992, the European Convention on the Protection of 

Archaeological Heritage  

 

There are many other articles and chapters assigned in this course that are either available online or for which the 

library or in rare cases, the instructor can provide you with a copy. The titles are noted in the schedule, with the 

pages you are to read. Please make sure you always have prepared the reading for each class, and include it in 

your journals. 

 

V  Course organization and requirements 

A Proceedings & participation:  

 Make sure you have read the articles before class. Without this discussion will be moot 

 Everyone participates (don’t worry this will come soon enough), and gets graded for it  

http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0013/001325/132540e.pdf
http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0013/001325/132540e.pdf
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 Make notes on your copy and bring it to class (this means print it!), so you have something to say 

 Written work: hand in on Moodle and in printed form, unless specifically changed by the instructor  

 Class attendance is compulsory. If you have to miss a class tell me in advance if possible, or give a decent 

reason afterwards. Preferably the real one. 

 Presenting at the seminar and handing in your paper are mandatory, there is no question of not completing 

either of these assignments 

 Rubrics and/or examples for graded assignments will be on Moodle 

 No devices unless requested by me, or needed for medical reasons 

 The usual rules about absences, UCR Honor code, and plagiarism apply: see Student Handbook 

 Participation is graded: there is a rubric that is mainly about your participation in classes. I hope you feel up 

to doing so – most of you are, I think! However, if you struggle, come and see me. On top of that you are also 

credited for meeting all deadlines and performing your jobs for the seminar well.  

 

B In the Journal, you will keep a (brief) weekly log of what we discussed in class, what you found interesting, 

surprising, enlightening and so on, and also what you found unclear, difficult, or less relevant (and why). You can 

write this in an informal style, but I do expect that you look up either something you found unclear, or something 

you found interesting for further information, and the source has to be good. A second criterion is whether you 

integrate the class reading into your journal. I will read the journals after the first week and post comments on 

Moodle on whether you're on the right track. You only have to write journals in ‘normal’ classes, so not when we 

have presentations or such.  

 The journal is graded on the thoroughness with which you looked for information on your 

questions/literature or data for your research, but also on the originality of your thinking. Feel free to 

philosophise, critique, or make connections to completely different parts of history, life as we know it or 

otherwise – relevantly, of course. The journal will also help me to see whether you’re on track. 

 

C Abstract plus research bibliography is in effect a short draft of the end-of-term paper, but it only gets 5% of 

the grade so the stakes are low. The hand-in date is quite early though, which means starting research early too! 

In the abstract you should include the following:  

 thesis statement / statement of the research question (What am I going to do?) 

 academic relevance (Why am I writing about this? Why would an audience of scholars or heritage professionals 

be interested in my topic? This should not be a personal motivation, and it relates to the following point:) 

 description of the data set you will use, and why this is a legitimate choice (so you will use questionnaires, or 

UNESCO statistics, or directives from the EU, etc.) 

 description of the method (How am I going to do it?, for example: which sources can I use (primary or 

secondary), is there any quantitative evidence, which secondary literature exists on the topic, do authors agree 

or not, etc.). NB: don’t include normal procedure like using Worldcat, Dyabola and JSTOR. This is about 

method specific to your research, so for example, which evidence you will look at and how, which theories 

you will apply, what your underlying assumptions are, or which statistics you will perform and why 

 main arguments derived from the analysis of the dataset and preliminary conclusions 
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 a comprehensive bibliography: this is an important element, and you must show that you have looked in 

journals (JSTOR, Project Muse, Cambridge Journals Online, etc.), edited books, monographs, translations of 

primary sources, and (if relevant) conference proceedings, or NGO data resources.  

 

Once again I expect footnotes. Examples can be found on these sites: 

http://researchguides.library.tufts.edu/content.php?pid=61264&sid=469810 or http://library.williams. 

edu/citing/styles/chicago1.php or http://www.uwinnipeg.ca/index/cms-filesystem-action/pdfs/classics/ classics-

biblio-citation-guidelines.pdf. 

Footnotes should contain: the last name of the author, the year of publication, and the page or pages 

where this information was found. This is known as the author-year system, common in social sciences, while a 

more common historical citation system is the documentary note. In the latter system, the first time you mention 

a reference you include the full bibliographical information. Do not use this system. Footnotes always include only 

last name, year and page; then the bibliography serves to look up the work in question, which is why it is 

alphabetical. Use the guidelines for papers, and in case of doubt, ask me. It is no problem for me to explain as 

often as you need how to use citations properly or help you with your research; it is a problem to find quotations 

lacking in final papers or sloppy research. 

 Further information on coming up with a topic, thesis statement, on referencing, finding literature and 

other tips can be found on Moodle in the paper guidelines and the library manual. 

D The paper is about something you choose yourself, but, you can choose to share a dataset with another 

person. That may sound off-putting for some of you, but it just means you can cover more ground. If you want to 

do your own groundwork that is of course perfectly fine. Papers have to be 3500-4000 words and argumentative 

in structure (see above under abstract). Proper primary and secondary sources and correct references (above). If 

you use pictures, full citations are required. For this paper, what is especially rated is the following: 

- transdisciplinary approaches, so e.g. heritage or museum studies, and any relevant linked field that you might 

find interesting, from law to cognitive science to economics to anthropology. You name it. If you have trouble run 

it by the class (and me). 

- qualitative methods can work very well to tackle a dataset. Once you have decided on what kind of data you 

might want to use, let me know so we can go over possible methods of analysing them. Social sciences and other 

humanities (rhetoric, linguistics, history, but also any other A&H track at UCR) have a lot to offer. Come see me. If 

I don’t know we can ask the relevant instructor.  

Some tips: 

Stick to your chosen topic. Many students editorialise in their papers. For example, they explain why they like the 

topic, even if they shouldn’t: academic relevance is not the same as personal preference. Or they comment on 

the quality of scholars’ work, etc. With every sentence you write, ask yourself: am I saying something relevant 

about my topic (rather than something related more to a scholar’s style, for example)? Am I adding an argument, 

a bit of evidence, a theoretical view, a criticism of a theoretical view, or an interpretation of a bit of evidence to 

my line of argument?  

Scrutinize rather than copy. If you find yourself saying things like, ‘the famous scholar so and so stated that x is 

the case’, it usually means that you have just accepted that scholar’s conclusion, without looking at the evidence, 

and are now using it as a fact in a line of reasoning. Even if the scholar is great, that approach is never sufficient. 

Always, always look at the evidence, and represent it, then you can follow interpretations about the evidence, 

http://researchguides.library.tufts.edu/content.php?pid=61264&sid=469810
http://www.uwinnipeg.ca/index/cms-filesystem-action/pdfs/classics/%20classics-biblio-citation-guidelines.pdf
http://www.uwinnipeg.ca/index/cms-filesystem-action/pdfs/classics/%20classics-biblio-citation-guidelines.pdf
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explain or re-analyse them, and come to your own conclusion. Remember that it is hardly ever necessary or even 

helpful to say that a theory is invalid. Your interpretation of the evidence should speak for itself, and if it 

invalidates another theory, because of a good reassessment of the evidence, all the better!  

E Pitches: these are speeches, with a twist. The assignment is to present a 10-minute pitch to a jury of your 

class mates, in which you attempt to convince them to allot funding (which they apparently control) to the 

protection of a heritage project, be it a site, an object or intangible heritage. Each session, three students will 

pitch to one jury, after which they will deliberate. Students not pitching nor on the jury that session will take 

notes and give feedback afterwards. Juries therefore rotate. The pitch has to include: 

 why the subject is important to locals and the world 

 what exactly the conservation would entail 

 how this would be budgeted 

 how it ties in with international law 

 how the local community will benefit (in education, economically, etc.) 

Any claims you must be able to substantiate, so present numbers, research, stats analysis proving the 

significance, etc. with sources of academic standing. Bring a list of academic (and if necessary other) sources 

printed to class to put to the jury. 

 The pitch is graded based on how well you meet the brief above (the points in the list as well as applying 

what you've learned), how convincing you are (think rhetoric, the emotions of heritage, etc.), and how thorough 

your proposal is (academic sources, argumentation). The best pitch gets a prize. 

F Museum analysis & poster: this is a new element in the course that combines two graded assignments 

from previous years. The reason for this combination is that I don’t want to overburden you, while previous 

students liked both these items and so I did not want to scrap them either. In the museum report, you visit two 

museums in pairs. During your visit, you hold a specific (part of the) exhibition  up to what you have learned in the 

course about display methods, interactivity, the balance between education and entertainment, digital means of 

presenting, the ways in which visitors are engaged cognitively, or, of course, not. You then present the outcomes 

of your analysis in a poster. This poster has to be argumentative, and have an appropriate balance of text and 

image. You present the poster in the second half of the semester. The rubric for both the museum analysis and 

the poster will be on Moodle shortly.  

G Seminar talk. During the one-day conference that we are hosting, you will be responding to one of our 

speakers’ talks in pairs. To prepare for this, you will get a rough outline of the text of the talk you have chosen at 

or around October 1st. We will have a preparation session where you can discuss your planned response with the 

rest of the class. Responses are between 10 and 12 minutes long – absolutely no longer! In your response, you 

can question aspects of the speakers’ talk, you can elaborate on it, or you can compare with a relevant case of 

‘heritage communication’ that you come up with. The grade for this talk depends on the thoroughness with which 

you have prepared, the quality of the arguments and insight, and for a part on delivery and timing. Both students 

in a team have to speak, and you can either do this by having one introducing and concluding and the other 

setting out the argument; or you can divide the time fifty-fifty.  
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For the seminar, we will also need your help. Please keep this in mind when making your planning for the week it 

is taking place (the week after the midterm break).   

This course is subject to UCR academic rules and procedures. Both students and instructor are required to know 

and follow these rules and procedures. 

VI  Assessment 

A Active participation & study ethic: 15% 

B Journals: 15%  

C Abstract and research bibliography: 5% 

D Paper (focus on methods and approach to data): 25% 

E Pitch: 10%  

F Museum/Poster: 15% 

G Seminar talk: 15% 

 

For an overview of what is important in each assignment and grading criteria, please see rubrics and the 

descriptions above. If you have any questions, ask me anytime. 

VII  Course schedule  

See separate file. 
 

VIII  Specific learning outcomes 

Students who successfully complete this course will be able to: 

 

Period Teaching activities Student is able to do 

Period 1 

Weeks 1 to 6 

Workshop/class discussion 

Journals 

 

 

SLO 1: demonstrate knowledge of key historical events and 

protagonists in the development of concepts of heritage and 

museums in the socio-historical of the 18th to 21st centuries 

SLO 2: be able to discuss the socio-historical, political and 

cultural contexts of heritage and ancient artefacts from the 

19th century until the present day in shifting theoretical 

frameworks from imperialism to post-colonialism 

SLO 3: show understanding of the role of archaeological 

heritage, both historically and in the present-day discourse on 

cultural identity, museums and heritage 

Period 2 

Weeks 7 to 13 

Seminar talk; Abstract; 

Paper 

SLO 2, 3 
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Journals 

Museum analysis 

Seminar talk 

SLO 4: Function effectively in small team-based project (or 

individual ‘command’ decision exercises)  

SLO 5: show creativity and critical reasoning in the application 

of theory on material and data 

SLO 6: show the ability to find and analyse the majority of 

recent secondary literature in a range of modern languages (as 

needed) as well as necessary primary sources 

SLO 7: Reflect on personal/academic growth & development 

SLO 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 

SLO 2, 3, 5, 6 

SLO 8: make a real-life case/argument for a heritage project 

including realistic funding and taking into account pros and 

cons of all those connected to the case  

Period 3 

Weeks 12 to 15 

Pitches 

Poster 

SLO 2, 3, 5, 8 

1, 3, 4, 5, 8 

Throughout Participation SLO 2, 4, 7 (see further rubric) 

 

IX Appendices & other information 

For paper guidelines and library manuals, rubrics, information about the seminar and other documents, please 

see Moodle.  

Extra costs in this course are for museum visits and travel to museums. The seminar is free. For registered 

students, lunch is included. Students are expected to also help run the conference, receive speakers from abroad, 

run the registration desk, etc. We will divide tasks beforehand. 

 


